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Bullies to Buddies is an educational game that deals with the complex 

nature of bullying in a way that primary school students can understand 

and learn specific skills. Grades: 2-5 Product code: SKU330737 - 33  

Franklin Primary School Educational Games 

from 

Boundaries Baseball helps children understand and respect bounda-

ries. It utilises a baseball diamond format as a visual reminder for not go-

ing out of bounds. Grades: 1-6  Product code: SKU2366 - 33  

Career Challenge is a board game specifically designed to help stu-

dents explore careers that may be good matches for their talents, inter-

ests, and work preferences.  Grades: 3-6 Product code: SKU330740 - 33 

Circle of Respect is an educational game specifically designed to teach 

students the guiding principle that showing respect is the best way to re-

ceive respect and much more. Grades: 1-5 Product code: SKU330744 - 33 

Feelings Detective helps all children understand their own feelings as 

well as the feelings of others. It is especially helpful for children who tend 

to misread social cues. Grades: 1-6 Product code: SKU5721 - 33  

Feelings Fair is a board game specifically designed to give children im-

portant skills for: Recognising feelings in themselves and others; Express-

ing feelings in a mature way; And much more. Grades: 1-5  
Product code: SKU330751 - 33  

Focus is a game that students have fun playing. It is structured to en-

compass the essential elements of behaviour modification and designed to 

have the greatest positive impact on attention. Grades: 1-12  
Product code: SKU3084 - 33  

Friendship Explorers is a co-operative game that helps players explore 

culture, traditions, differences, similarities, character and identity.  

Players answer open-ended questions to earn pieces to a jigsaw puzzle 

map of the world. Grades: 1-7 Product code: SKU4456 - 33 

Escape from Anger Island is designed with the busy counsellor in 

mind and it can be played in just 15 minutes. There are six skills covering: 

problem solving, knowing your hot buttons, self-talk, reducing stress, talk-

ing out conflicts & relaxation. Grades: 1-6 Product code: SKU330787 - 33  
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Friendship Island is designed to teach children the necessary social 

skills needed for positive peer relations. Social skills is one of the most im-

portant skills to be learned during Primary School years. Grades: 1-4 

Product code: SKU330752 - 33  

Furious Fred is an educational board game designed to teach important 

concepts and practical skills for controlling anger and avoiding violence.  

Grades: 2-5 Product code: SKU330754 - 33  

Impulse Control Game teaches seven specific skills that have been 

proven in the research literature to help impulsive children control their 

impulses, make good decisions, and much more. Grades: 2-8  

Product code: SKU330788 - 33  

Journey to Friendsville is a fun and inventive board game designed to 

help children improve their social skills - especially when time is limited. 

Grades: 1-5 Product code: SKU330789 - 33  

Listening Counts is an educational game that teaches six basic listen-

ing skills to primary school students. There are two sets of rules to tailor 

the game to older and younger students. Grades: 1-4 

Product code: SKU2979 - 33  

Out of Your Mind is a therapeutic game that will help students draw 

thoughts, feelings, fears, and desires out of their minds in a way that is 

fun and educational. Grades: 1-12 Product code: SKU1851 - 33 

Positive Thoughts Game is based on work by Albert Ellis on Rational 

Emotive Therapy (RET). The game uses the word "positive" instead of 

"rational," and "negative" instead of "irrational.” Grades: 2-5 

Product code: SKU6633 - 33  

Social Smarts helps children improve their social relations and commu-

nication skills. It is especially helpful for children who tend to misread so-

cial cues. Grades: 2-6 Product code: SKU5718 - 33  

Splitsville introduces children to the six skills they will need to success-

fully navigate a parental separation. The game uses ice cream sundae 

pieces to teach important coping skills. Grades: 1-6  

Product code: SKU3086 - 33  

The Big Top Game is designed to help those who care for and interact 

with students with special needs. Students will gain understanding, devel-

op empathy, and improve interpersonal relationships. Grades 1-6 

Product code: SKU1143 - 33 

True Friends is an educational board game designed to give maturing 

children the knowledge and skills they need to successfully navigate the 

world of cliques, shifting relationships & much more. Grades 3-6 

Product code: SKU330779 - 33  
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Play-2-Learn Dominoes Complete Series of 9 Games 

Children love to play dominoes, and Play-2-Learn Dominoes is a series of 

educational games that puts the fun of playing dominoes to work by help-

ing children learn important skills. 

Play-2-Learn Dominoes is a series of fun and luck games that helps play-

ers learn essential skills covering: anger control, bullying, building charac-

ter, character strength, conflict resolution, cyber safety, empathy, feelings 

and friendships.  

The object of the game is to be the first player to use up all the dominoes 

by adding them to the existing design. To place a domino, however, a 

player first has to answer a question or practice a skill.   

Playing time: Flexible from 30-45 minutes   

Players: 2-5   Grades: 1-7 

The Play-2-Learn Dominoes Complete Series includes: 

Anger Control Dominoes helps players to manage their anger and 

problem solve in a thoughtful, assertive, and respectful way.  Product 

code: SKU3307630 - 33  

Bully Wise Dominoes helps players to reduce bullying and violence. 

Product code: SKU3307629 - 33  

Building Character Dominoes teaches children how to learn to dif-

ferentiate between actions that demonstrate good character and actions 

that demonstrate bad character. Product code: SKU4454 - 33  

Character Strength Dominoes is based on the concepts of the new 

field of positive psychology; it is designed to build strong character in chil-

dren. Product code: SKU5716 - 33  

Conflict Crunchers Dominoes is designed to give children the 

knowledge and skills they need to resolve conflict in a non-violent, win-win 

way. Product code: SKU4453 - 33 

Cyber Smart  Dominoes is designed to teach young people how to 

navigate the dangerous waters of the Internet, including wireless devices 

such as mobile phones, PDA's, and MP3 players. Product code: SKU3083 - 

33  

Empathy Counts Dominoes was developed to teach young people to 

understand the concept of empathy, to be empathetic, and to take positive 

actions towards others based on empathy. Product code: SKU1419 - 33  

Feelings Fun Dominoes is designed to teach children how to express 

positive and negative feelings appropriately, recognise feelings, and care 

about the feelings of others. Product code: SKU3307632 - 33  

Friendship Dominoes helps to show players how to make new friends, 

be a good friend, and resolve conflicts in a win-win way. Product code: 

SKU3307631 - 33 

Franklin Play-2-Learn Dominoes 
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Play-2-Learn Go Fish Complete Series—13 

Children can now improve their essential social and emotional skills with the 

popular Go Fish Card Game - Complete Series. 

Play-2-Learn Go Fish card games play like classic Go Fish. There are two decks 

of 50 cards in each game – one for grades K-2 and the other for grades 3-5.  

The games differ from classic go fish in that players must answer a question 

before they can accept a requested card. Instead of the usual number and pic-

ture cards, the cards have fun pictures of fish and fish names.  

The Play-2-Learn Go Fish Complete Series includes:  

Anchor Your Stress providers players with the skills needed to help man-

age stress and anxiety. This game helps children deal with anxiety-provoking 

situations. Product code: SKU6399 - 33  

Beware of Bully Bait provides players with the skills needed to reduce bul-

lying. Product code: SKU6400 - 33  

Cast Away Conflict provides players with the skills needed to manage con-

flict in an appropriate and socially acceptable way. Product code: SKU5042 - 33 

Catch Good Character covers a range of character dimensions, including 

honesty, caring, responsibility, fairness, and generosity among others.  Prod-

uct code: SKU5044 - 33  

Catch & Release Your Anger is designed to help children manage anger 

in a thoughtful and non-aggressive way. Product code: SKU5043 - 33  

Fishing for Feelings teaches the skills needed to successfully deal with 

feelings, recognise feelings in others, and identify appropriate feelings. Prod-

uct code: SKU5048 - 33  

Hooked on Friendship is designed to help children learn friendship skills 

while having fun. Product code: SKU5046 - 33  

Manners Are a Good Catch teaches players about the importance of 

manners and consideration. Product code: SKU6980 - 33  

New Fish in School teaches players skills to help them adjust to a new 

school environment. Product code: SKU7300 - 33  

Reel in Responsibility teaches players how to interact responsibly at 

school, at home, and within the community. Product code: SKU5045 - 33  

School of Success teaches children that success in school and later in life 

depends on more than intelligence and hard work. Product code: SKU6981 - 33  

Stream of Self-Esteem provides players with the skills needed to maintain 

and increase self-esteem. Product code: SKU6401 - 33 

Swimming Towards Self-Control addresses the importance self-control 

and impulse control during school, home, and after-school activities. Product 

code: SKU6992 - 33  

Franklin Play-2-Learn Go Fish Card Games 
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Franklin Toss and Learn Games 

Toss and Learn Games—Set of 5 

The Toss and Learn innovative games help players learn important skills and apply them to com-

monly encountered situations.  

Each game comes with 4 polyurethane dice (2 blue and 2 yellow), 2 skill sheets, a packet of points, 

rules, and facilitator guidelines.  

The blue dice have a situation on each side; and the yellow dice have either questions or actions 

based on an important skill. 

Players roll a blue die and then roll a yellow die.  

Players apply the question or activity/action on the yellow die to the situation on the blue die.   

As a result, they learn the skills and also how to apply them to frequently encountered situations 

while earning points with each correct answer. 

The Toss and Learn Games include: 

Toss Your Anger focuses on areas including being respectful; using positive self-talk; recognis-

ing consequences; determining the right responses to anger; and much more. Product code: 

SKU7305 -33 

Stand Against Bullying focuses on areas including recognising how to react to a bully’s behav-

iour; understanding the role of the bystander; practicing assertiveness techniques for the target; 

and much more. Product code: SKU7306 - 33 

Roll for Control focuses on areas including thinking before you act; recognising consequences of 

impulsive behaviour; not acting on impulses, especially when angry; and much more. Product 

code: SKU7307 - 33 

Give Everyone a Fair Shake focuses on areas including being a good listener; learning to 

show respect; trying for a win-win solution; taking responsibility for choices made; knowing when 

to walk away; and much more. Product code: SKU7308 - 33 

Roll and Resolve focuses on areas including talking it out with friends; being fair to each other; 

being a good listener; learning to compromise; showing empathy; recognising when to apologise; 

and much more. Product code: SKU7304 - 33 

Grades: 3-6 
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Order Form 

Order Number: Name: 

Organisation: 

Address: 

Phone: Email: 

To order:  Fax: (03) 5298 1176  or  Email: info@thebrainary.com  

Quantity Product Description Cost TOTAL COST 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

Purchase Authorised By: __________________________ Signed: ________________________ 

Date: _______________ 

Terms & Conditions 

For goods to be dispatched, Educational Institutions and approved credit account holders are required to 

provide a purchase order with an authorised signature or sign this order form in the space provided. Then 
return the order form to us by fax, email or post.  

Otherwise goods must be paid by one of the following options listed below prior to dispatch.   

All goods remain the property of The Brainary® until paid for in full.  All prices are subject to change with-
out notice.  

Payment:  

Credit Card        Cheque      On Account                  Direct Deposit (CBA Hugh Kingsley BSB: 06300 Account: 10905457) 

 

Card# __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __  EXP. Date  ___ / ___  CCV  _____ 

 
Card Holders Name: _______________________________  Signed: _________________________ 

 


